Baker Victor BY OVER 12,000; CARRIES TICKET WITH HIM

DEMOCRATS WIN IN CITIES AS SOCIALISTS MAKE GAIN

Old Party Elects Mayors in Four Leading
Towns of Ohio, Aided in Every Case
by Independent Vote.

Surprise of Day is Pulling Strength of New
Party, Which Captures Several
of State's Offices.

Defeat of James R. Garfield for Constitutional
Delegate Eliminates Him From
State Situation.

Aided by a tremendous independent vote Democratic
candidates in all the large cities of the state have been swept
away on a political landslide.

The sweeping victory of Newton D. Baker, Cleveland, has its
counterpart in all the other large centers of population in Ohio.

The latest returns show that the Republican ticket has
made a clean sweep in the larger cities, and that the
Democratic ticket has been defeated in every case where
an independent vote was cast.

The results in the large cities are the triumph of the
Republican ticket. The Socialists, who catch the votes
of the city's people, have been defeated in every case
where an independent vote was cast.

The Socialists have made a clean sweep in the larger
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in every case where an independent vote was cast.
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